Afghans Want Peace and Stability

National interest would not be damaged in the peace process

Dr. Abdullah

The government must be cautious about the peace process and the role of different parties involved.

US Defense Secretary

‘We will never be gone from Afghanistan’

KANDAHAR - The US Secretary of Defense Ash Carter has said the United States will never be gone from Afghanistan while insisting on the importance of the country. Speaking to US troops at Task Force Kandahar Airfield headquarters, Carter said “We will never be gone from Afghanistan because Afghanistan is an important country in the world.”

Russia Wants Security Agreement Inked with Afghanistan: Ambassador

KABUL - Russian ambassador to Afghanistan, Alexander Marchenko, called for a new security agreement to ink, security agreement with Afghanistan. During the meeting, "We are on Path to Peace."
Afghans Support Peace Talks with Taliban: Survey

KABUL - Majority of people across Afghanistan welcomed peace talks with Taliban but a handful of people interviewed had opposed the overtures because they doubted Taliban's role in the peace process, a survey said.

The survey conducted by Yawpshik Afghan News interviewed 150 people including 25 women from 15 provinces. After formation of the country's new cabinet, the relations with the women has flourished and was formed in the Afghan interior ministry by the interior minister's order in board of national security for women. The survey aimed to find out the willingness of people to support peace talks. The results of the survey showed that 147 people (98 percent) of the interviewed supported the survey's findings, while 3 people (2 percent) of the people interviewed were against the survey's findings.

AnSF Kill 33 Insurgents, 29 Lay Down Arms

KABUL - Afghan Nation's Security Forces (ANSF) have killed 33 Taliban militants during seven days of operations across the country, 25 of whom laying down arms in the northern Badghis province over the past two days.

U.S. forces bombarded by the army killed 33 Taliban fighters during seven days of operations across the country, 25 of whom laying down arms in the northern Badghis province over the past two days.

AnSF killed 33 insurgents, 29 lay down arms. Afghan security forces killed 33 Taliban fighters during seven days of operations across the country, 25 of whom laying down arms in the northern Badghis province over the past two days.

Female PC Members Want Enhanced Security

AFAJABAD - After losing a battle, female provincial council member from Nangarhar province on Monday expressed concern over their security.

Angia Shirzad, a member of the Nangarhar provincial council, was seriously injured in an attack in Jalalabad and was shifted to a Kabul hospital for treatment, but died of her injuries. In a statement released by her family, she said "A total of 15 armed Taliban militants have been killed during the past 24 hours in operations conducted in Kabul, Kandahar, Badakhshan, Sar-e-Pul, Kandahar, Zabul, Uruzgan, Maidan Wardak, Ghazni, Paktia, Herat and Farah provinces. The security forces have killed a total of 15 armed Taliban militants in the past 24 hours, the Ministry of Interior said in a statement released on Monday.

Women Rights Protection Committee Formed

AFAJABAD - A statement released by the women rights protection committee said Thursday that a committee has been formed to protect women rights.

The committee has 19 members including 15 of them women. The committee will work to protect women's rights in Afghanistan. The committee's president, Anna Jalil, a provincial council member, told Yawpshik Afghan News in a statement released on Monday.

Protesters Denounce Violence against Women

KABUL - A number of women and residents called on the government on Wednesday to put an end to violence against women.

"We call on the government in Afghanistan to put an end to violence against women," civil society activist told Yawpshik Afghan News that violent attacks on women have increased in the past month.

Afghan News that violent attacks on women have increased in the past month.

Outlook Horoscope

Career (June 21-20) - July 1

Although you recently were comfortable swimming in emotional waters, it seems as if you're basking in the right kind of good fortune. It's time to act on your feelings instead of just passing them by. Unfortunately, there are memories of a previous rupture that you still carry around with you. You're not too sure if you're ready to make the leap. You hold back on your feelings, but it has the power to deepen your relationships.

Love (July 20 - July 1)

You are handed a "Get Out of Jail Free" card when it comes to matters of the heart. You have the opportunity to let go of all the possibilities ahead. There's little that you can do to hold back on any of your feelings. Love just滚滚 tumbling in your emotions. The opportunity will come suddenly. Be prepared to grab it with both hands.

Seep (October 23-Nov.22)

You are exploring new territory close to your intimate areas. It's easy for you to keep your feelings at bay. Your patience has run out and you are ready to make things that you probably regret. Thankfully, it's totally your choice, you don't have to do it.

Sagittarius (Nov.23-Dec.21)

You're feeling lucky enough to win the lottery today, which could tempt you to gamble more than usual. It's not unusual for you to have a positive attitude all around and your positive attitude might be too much of a good thing now. Risk-taking is a mistake and playing the lottery might be too much of a good thing now. Risk-taking is a mistake and playing the lottery might be too much of a good thing now. Risk-taking is a mistake and playing the lottery might be too much of a good thing now.
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Juvenile Delinquency

As the different trends of crime, juvenile delinquency is considered one of the most concerning for the modern societies. Juvenile Delinquency is basically defined as a crime committed by a minor, i.e., under the age of 18. The term is used to describe the behavior of a child or adolescents that is considered illegal and is punished as such. The term is often used in the context of law, criminology, and psychology, to describe a wide range of behaviors that are considered to be deviant or criminal. Juvenile delinquency occurs when a minor commits an act that is considered illegal by the law, and is punished accordingly.

The causes of juvenile delinquency are multifaceted and can vary widely depending on the context and culture. However, some common factors that contribute to juvenile delinquency include poverty, lack of supervision, peer pressure, exposure to violence, and inadequate parenting. These factors can combine to create a situation where a minor may feel frustrated, angry, and disheartened, leading them to engage in criminal behavior.

According to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the rate of juvenile delinquency in the United States has decreased significantly over the past few decades. However, the problem remains a significant concern for law enforcement agencies and social service organizations across the country.

In recent years, there has been a growing concern about the rise in gang activity among juveniles. Gangs are groups of young people who engage in criminal activities, such as theft, drug dealing, and violence. These groups are often organized hierarchically, with a leader-known as the “boss” or “mentor” - who makes decisions about how the group operates.

Gangs can be found in many parts of the world, and they pose a significant threat to public safety. Gang members often carry weapons, and they are known to engage in violent behavior. In addition, gangs can be a source of drugs and other illegal activities.

Juvenile delinquency is a complex issue that requires a multi-faceted approach to address. Law enforcement agencies, social service organizations, and schools all play a role in preventing and addressing juvenile delinquency.
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Gangs can be found in many parts of the world, and they pose a significant threat to public safety. Gang members often carry weapons, and they are known to engage in violent behavior. In addition, gangs can be a source of drugs and other illegal activities.

Juvenile delinquency is a complex issue that requires a multi-faceted approach to address. Law enforcement agencies, social service organizations, and schools all play a role in preventing and addressing juvenile delinquency.
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10

Alaska

The Alaskan government has announced plans to reduce

a variety of government programs and services in order to balance

the state budget. The new budget includes cuts to education,

health care, and transportation. The state is facing a projected

deficit of $1 billion for the fiscal year ending June 30.

11

Afganistan

The Afghan government has announced a new

initiative to promote peace and stability in the region.

The initiative includes increased funding for security forces,

heroin eradication programs, and economic development

projects. The Afghan government is working with international

partners to implement the program.

12

Africa

African leaders have called for an end to the conflict in

the Central African Republic and have recommended a

peaceful resolution to the crisis. The leaders have also

called for an immediate ceasefire and the withdrawal of

foreign forces from the country.

13

Asia

Asian countries have expressed concern over the situation

in North Korea and have called for a peaceful resolution to

the crisis. The Asian countries have also urged North Korea

to comply with international sanctions.

14

Europe

European leaders have met to discuss the situation in

Ukraine and have called for a diplomatic solution to the

crisis. The leaders have also urged Russia to respect the

sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine.

15

Middle East

Middle Eastern leaders have met to discuss the

situation in Syria and have called for a peaceful resolution to

the conflict. The leaders have also urged all parties to

comply with international law and human rights standards.

16

South America

South American leaders have announced a new

initiative to promote economic cooperation and

integration in the region. The initiative includes increased

investment in infrastructure and trade agreements.
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South America

South American leaders have announced a new

initiative to promote economic cooperation and

integration in the region. The initiative includes increased

investment in infrastructure and trade agreements.
High-Level U.S. and Iran Nuclear Talks Resume

CARTE Convenes Unusual Counter-IS Meeting

CHINA Vows to Stop Bribrary Blacklist

Russian Offers Iran Latest Anti-Aircraft Missiles: TASS

Egypt Dissolves 169 MB NGOs

US, Allies Stage 25 Air Strikes on IS

Tajikistan Ups Electricity Generation

Global Arms Firms Eye Bigger Share in Mideast Defense Market

Is a Serious Threat to Pakistan, Foreign Secretary Admits

India Has Significantly Expanded Relations with China

Iran Gaining Great Defense Achievements under Sanctions: Torkan

Tajikistan's recent increase in electricity generation

16 December 2014 and 1.5 percent more than in

Global arms firms are eyeing the Mideast defense market

Qatar is one of several countries

In the Middle East, arms companies

The two sides did not reveal the exact
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IS Threat in Afghanistan
Being Evaluated: CEO

KARUL - Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of Abdulhadi Abdullah on Monday said the threat of Islamic State militants in Afghanistan was being exaggerated but warned the menace should not be overlooked.

Earlier reports cited militants' activities Islamic State (Daesh) in Helmand, Faryab, Zabul, Chamtal, Farah, Sari-Pul and Logar provinces. However, security forces reported no specific cases of attacks.

50 Kids Return from Germany after Treatment

KARUL - A group of 50 Afghan children arrived in Karul from Germany after receiving treatment, but some of their parents say the children cannot speak after their treatment lasted for a year at a German hospital. The children, ranging in age from one year to 15 years, were brought to Karul.

Ulama Role Crucial for Peace: Mosazai

KARUL - Afghanistan's ambassador to Pakistan Sardar Abdul Malek Mosazai has praised the role of scholars in promoting peace in Afghanistan.

Court Suspends Pul-I-Khumri Mayor From Office

PUL-E-KHUMRI - The court of appeal has ruled to suspend the mayor of Pul-e-Khumri, the capital of northern Baghlan province, from his mayoral authority because of violations and failing to maintain transparency in his department's revenue collection.

Several Mineral Deposits Found in Bamiyan

BAMIAN CITY - Initial surveys have found large deposits of several high-quality mineral resources in central Bamiyan province, which, if extracted, could generate work opportunities for thousands of people and increase government's income. One of the surveys conducted by Bamiyan Mine Department shows several deposits of iron, copper, aluminium and precious and semi-precious stones exist in the province.
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